
Instruction                    Materials                         Tip          

1.  Using pattern, cut 2 ea.
     a.  bag outer fabric
     b.  bag lining
     c.  interfacing

2.  Cut loop- strip 2.5” x 5“

3.  Pin 5” x 5“ block to felt, pink edges

4.  Press and spray starch fabrics4.  Press and spray starch fabrics
5.  Sandwich interfacing between outer
     and lining, front and back pin,
      edgestitch all around.

6.  Pin 5” x 5“ block on felt, pink edges         Fusible felt works well for this!

 

7.  Center pinked block on bag outer,
     edgestitch all around.       edgestitch all around.  
8.  Sew loop, turning in on itself to form
     strap..

9.  Fold loop over and stitch to bag front
     ending in middle of zipper.

10.  Stitch bag sides and bottom 1/4”.
11.  Box corners

12. 12.  Turn inside out.  
13.   Poke out corners and shape to
      please!

The design work is already done for
you if you combine the Medley block
and strip panel  You can’t go wrong!
Choose a less storied lining for a 
coordinating liftwhen you look inside!

Edgstitch slowly so as not to cause
the layers to travel and become the layers to travel and become 
uneven.

Be certain the top of the block is
lined up with top of bag.

Add inside pockets for a more
elaborate, functional bag!
Have fun with this little project!  Do
a few in a row and you will find youra few in a row and you will find your
speed really picking up!
Your friends or customers will
love these little bags!
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The perfect little bag to showcase your 
favorite square! Stitches up very quickly 
for a fun outfit-matching bag or a gift.
Perfect for carrying your hand embroidery
or beading project!  Measures 9” x 6”

Great project for one Medley square or 2.
Bag outer is great with uncut strip panel.

I use heavyweight cut-away

Of course you can make it longer to be
a handle

 

Be careful, the block wants to slip andBe careful, the block wants to slip and
give you a crooked result!

You can also serge after this but the
thickness broke a needle for me!

Zippy Quick Bag
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M
easures approxim

ately 10” x 7”
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